
OUR RESEARCH IS DEVOTED TO THE MAISONS

WHO ARE COMMITTED TO RESPECTING NATURE

AND ALL ANIMAL SPECIES.

It starts with smart materials, continues with new 

design and carries through to unique and 

innovative creations for your garments. 

Because we think our planet deserves better. 

Less waste and pollution.  

That sounds good, doesn’t it?



Our recycled leather labels are obtained through 

a grinding process that combines 80% leather 

scraps with a remaining 20% mixture of latex, 

synthetic compounds or natural rubbers. 

The manufacturing technique is reminiscent of the 

one followed when making recycled paper.

RECYCLED LEATHER LABELS

It's environmentally-friendly

It's economically beneficial: it saves between 30% and 
50% on label costs

It has a significantly lower environmental impact, with 
5% maximum waste 

compared to up to 40% 

waste produced when 

manufacturing a traditional 

label

Reduces landfill costs
Low natural gas emissions

High durability: resists 
tearing and has great 

elasticity

Various colours are 

available with an ample 

selection of grains, 

structures and fastenings



BIODEGRADABLE LABELS

We create labels using cellulose based, sustainable 

materials.

Natural composition and 100% environmentally 

friendly!

WHY SHOULD YOU CHOOSE BIODEGRADABLE 

METHODS?

They solve the waste disposal issue needed for

petroleum derived plastic.

They reduce waste management costs, which are 

strongly linked to agricultural and food industries.

Biodegradable material can

also be recycled.

                   

                                            ...and more!



FRUIT VEGETABLE LABELS

We create sustainable labels and details with FRUIT

VEGETABLE LEATHER that makes use of an eco-friendly pro-

duction process: created using recycling materials which 
enable to cut CO2 emissions and is pleasant to the touch

with excellent breathability

HI-TECH & ECO-FRIENDLY LABELS

Our goal is not to change the world, we want to create 

a world where low impact technology protects the 

environment.

Water based colour

High resistance

Lower environmental

impact

High energy eicency

....and more



This felt is suitable for making LABELS, TAGS 

and DETAILS for any garment.

...REUSE

...RECYCLE

...REDUCE

This natural feature makes this felt 

BIODEGRADABLE, not impacting the environment

This material is mainly composed of polyester 

produced with

recycled bottles (PET).

ECO FELT LABELS



HANGTAGS IN ORGANIC PAPER

Fruits

Hazelnuts

Almonds

Corn

Olives

Cofee

WHERE DOES THIS ORGANIC

RESIDUES COME FROM?

This material was created through a process that 

uses organic

residue to replace up to 15% virgin tree pulp.

THE GREEN LABEL

It is made with recycled 

materials

It cuts CO2 emissions

The label itself is recyclable

It makes use of an 

eco-friendly production

process

LET’S GO GREEN!



VEGAN AND UPCYCLED LABELS

CORK LABELS

Our vegan and upcycled labels are produced in circular 

economy.

Focusing on Mother Nature handiwork, we have 

increased our research in studing new uses for 

materials that already exist like leaves and fruit fibers.

Our cork labels are very resistant and waterproof.

Cork is completely renewable and sustainable, since its 

extraction doesn’t harm trees. Cork bark regenerates 

itself and trees normally live between 100 and 300 years. 
Piovese innovates this natural fiber and gives a new 

aesthetics through innovative workmanship and 

eco-friendly finishes.

500 LEAVES = 250 LABELS!


